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Using the mollification method, we show that, for large q, at least 23&O(k&2)
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1. INTRODUCTION
Proving non-vanishing of automorphic L-functions and their derivatives
at the center of the critical strip by analytical means has received con-
siderable attention in recent years (see [1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 10]). In this paper,
we consider the corresponding problem for L-functions attached to
primitive Dirichlet characters of high level q. In [4] it is shown that at
least 13 of these functions do not vanish at the center of the critical strip.
Here we extend the non-vanishing results to arbitrary derivatives, following
the techniques of IwaniecSarnak [4] together with those of Conrey [2].
It should be pointed out that the expectation is that none of these functions
vanish, since (unlike the automorphic case) there is no arithmetic inter-
pretation for L(/, 12), and no Dirichlet L-function has odd functional
equation (so that none are zero for ‘‘trivial’’ reasons). See also [5] for
further discussion of the behavior of the low-lying zeros of these functions.
For simplicity, we consider only the case of even characters / (that is,
/(&1)=1), odd characters may be treated in a similar fashion. Let Cq
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denote the set of primitive characters modulo q, and let Ceq denote those
which are even. Given / # Ceq , we define
4(/, s)=q^ s1 \s2+ L(/, s); q^ :=
q
?
.
This satisfies the functional equation
4(/, s)==/4(/ , 1&s); =/=
{(/)
q12
,
where {(/) is the Gauss sum. From this one immediately has
4(k)(/, s)=(&1)k =/4(k)(/ , 1&s) (1)
for any k1. The main result of this paper is the following.
Theorem 1. For any fixed k1 denote by pk the limit
pk :=lim inf
q  +
|[/ # Ceq : 4
(k)(/, 12){0]|
|Ceq |
.
Then
pk
2
3
&
1
36k2
+
c
k4
,
where c is an absolute constant. In particular,
p10.82_23 , p20.93_
2
3 , p30.97_
2
3 , p40.99_
2
3 .
As in [8], this is proved by comparing the mollified first and second
moments of [4(k)(/, 12)], and using Cauchy’s inequality. The result is
analogous to that of [2] and [8], with one exception. In both of those
cases the limit for large k is the maximum possible: almost all zeros of !(k)
are on the critical line and almost half of the L(k)f (12)’s are non-zero (since
half are odd and half are even, this is the best possible). Here, although we
expect that all of the kth derivatives are non-zero, we are only able to get
to 23. This arises because the values of the L-functions in question come
from the combination of two terms which have essentially independent
arguments in the complex plane. The mollifiers we use act well on each of
the terms individually, but are unable to mollify their sum in as effective a
fashion. As a result, a new term arises in the calculation of the second
moment, unlike any term in [8], and this prevents the proportion from
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exceeding 23. As pointed out in [3] for the case k=0, it is possible that
one might be able to raise the specific values of p1 through p5 in the
proposition slightly by more careful analysis of certain arithmetic sums,
although it would not be possible to improve the 23 upper limit in this
way.
The question considered in this paper arose during the authors’ work
with Emmanuel Kowalski, and they thank him for several useful discus-
sions on the topic. It is also a pleasure to thank B. Conrey, H. Iwaniec,
P. Sarnak, and K. Soundararajan for their comments and assistance in
understanding the techniques used in this paper. The second author was
supported by NSF grant DMS-9804517.
2. BACKGROUND
Our first step is to express the central value 4(k)(/, 12) and its square
in terms of rapidly converging series. There are several ways to achieve this
goal, here we follow the presentation of [3]. Let G(s) be an even polyno-
mial with real coefficients such that G(0) 1(14)=1 and G vanishes to
order at least k+1 at s=&12, &52. Let
I(/) :=
1
2?i |(2) 4
(k) \/, s+12+ G(x)
ds
s
= :
n1
/(n) \q^n+
12
V \nq^+ ,
with
V( y) :=
1
2?i |(2) 9( y, s) G(s)
ds
s
,
9( y, s) :=
k
ks
y&s 1 \s2+
1
4+ .
A contour shift and (1) then give
4(k) \/, 12+=1 \
1
4+ (I(/)+(&1)k =/I(/ ))
=1 \14+ :n1 /(n) \
q^
n+
12
V \nq^+
+(&1)k =/1 \14+ :n1 / (n) \
q^
n+
12
V \nq^+ . (2)
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Similarly, since 4(k)(/, s) 4(k)(/ , s) is even for / even, a contour shift gives
}4(k) \/, 12+}
2
=21 \14+
2
q^ :
n1
:
n2
/(n1) / (n2)
(n1n2)12
W \n1q^ ,
n2
q^ + (3)
with
W( y, y$)=
1
2?i |(2) 9( y, s) 9( y$, s) G(s)
2 ds
s
.
Shifting the contours defining V and W and using the vanishing of G at
s=&12, &52, we infer the following:
V( y)=(&log y)k+P(&log y)+O( y2), V( y)<< y&2, (4)
W( y, y$)=(&log y)k (&log y$)k+O(&log y, &log y$)+O(( yy$)2),
W( y, y$)<< j ( yy$)& j, \j>0, (5)
where P(X) and Q(X, Y) are polynomials of degree k&1 and 2k&1,
respectively. Here, as elsewhere in this paper, the implicit constants depend
on k.
2.1. The Mollifier
We now introduce a mollifier associated with / and k, designed to lessen
the contributions of the larger values of 4(k)(/, 12) to the first and second
moment. The usual strategy in these sorts of problems is to take
Mk* \/, 12+ := :*mM
/(m) xm
m12
,
where the coefficients xm have the form
xm :=+(m) Pk \log Mmlog M +
with Pk a polynomial such that Pk(0)=0, Pk(1)=1. However, this choice
ignores the symmetry between / and its conjugate / which both appear in
(2). If we used Mk* , the proof would be virtually identical to that of [8],
and we would find that pk>12&ck2 for large k. To retrieve some of the
‘‘missing mass’’ (and to recover the symmetry) we introduce the ‘‘twisted’’
mollifier
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Mk (/, 12)=Mk* (/,
1
2)+(&1)
k = /M k* (/ , 12)
= :*
mM
(/(m)+(&1)k = / / )
xm
m12
. (7)
Soundararajan introduced similarly twisted mollifiers in [9] to deal with
values of the ‘ function on the critical line (there, as here, the contour shift
leads to a sum of two terms of equal magnitude but differing argument),
and he was able to significantly improve known bounds on their moments
in this fashion.
As a simple example showing why 23 may be the best result possible
through mollification, consider the set of numbers
[ak]=[e(:k)+e(:k+kq)],
where k goes from 0 to q&1 (as usual, we let e(x) denote e2?ix). Using the
mollifiers mk=e(&:k), which optimally mollify the first term, the first
moment of the set [akmk] is 1 and the second moment is 2, proving that
at least 12 of the elements do not vanish. But were we to use the ‘‘twisted’’
mollifiers mk=e(&:k)+e(&:k&kq) instead, the first and second
moments would be 2 and 6, respectively, for a non-vanishing fraction of
226=23. Since one expects the angles between the two terms in (2) to be
uniformly distributed (this is not hard to show for the =/ ’s by themselves),
and Mk* does an essentially optimal job (for large k) of mollifying the first
term in (2), the ak ’s are likely an accurate model for our problem. The only
way to use trigonometric polynomials to get higher fractions of non-
vanishing in the model is to take higher moments, and in particular one
needs the first q moments to prove that none of the terms vanish. Such an
approach for Dirichlet series is well beyond the reach of current techniques.
3. THE MOLLIFIED FIRST MOMENT
We wish to estimate the first moment
L(Pk) := :
+
/
4(k) \/, 12+ Mk \/,
1
2+
=1 \14+ q^12 :mM
xm
m12
:
n
1
n12
V \nq^+ :+/
_(/(m)+(&1)k =/ /(m))(/(n)+(&1)k =// (n)) (8)
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Since = /==/ , the innermost sum is
2 :+
/
/(mn)+2(&1)k :+
/
=//(m) / (n).
This is evaluated in [3], where it is shown that the main contribution
comes from the term mn=1. Using (4) and following [3], we obtain for
M=q^2, 2<1,
L(Pk)=21 \14+ ,+(q) q^12V \
1
q^+
+O(M12q34 logk q+Mq14{(q) logk q)
=21 \14+ ,+(q) q^12 logk q^ \1+O2 \
1
log q++ (9)
where
,+(q)=
,*(q)
2
, ,*(q)= :
q1q2=q
+(q1) ,(q2)=|Cq |.
Note that |Ceq |=,
+(q)+O(1).
4. THE MOLLIFIED SECOND MOMENT
We next estimate the mollified second moment
Q(Pk) := :
+
/ }4
(k) \/, 12+ Mk \/,
1
2+}
2
,
which, using |4(k)(/, 12)| 2=|4(k)(/ , 12)|2, splits into
Q(Pk) =2 :*
m1, m2M
xm1 xm2
(m1m2)12
(B(m1 , m2)+(&1)k B$(m1m2)),
B(m1 , m2) := :
+
/ }4
(k) \/, 12+}
2
/(m1) / (m2);
B$(m) := :+
/ }4
(k) \/, 12+}
2
=/ /(m).
We split Q(Pk) into two terms correspondingly
Q(Pk)=2Q1(Pk)+2Q2(Pk). (10)
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The former matches that of [3] for k=0, while the latter is a new term
arising from the use of the twisted mollifier. We will evaluate Q1(Pk) and
Q2(Pk) separately and find that both contribute asymptotically to the
second moment.
5. TREATMENT OF Q1(Pk)
We begin with analysis of Q1(Pk). There are several ways to evaluate this
(see [8] for another method), here we follow [2]. Setting c=(m1 , m2), we
note that when (m1 m2 , q)=1, we have B(m1 , m2)=B(m1c, m2c) so that
Q1(Pk)= :*
cM
:*
(m1, m2)=1
m1, m2Mc
xcm1 xcm2
c(m1 m2)12
B(m1 , m2).
We have (see [3])
B(m1 , m2)=1 \14+
2
q^ :
q1 q2=q
+(q1) ,(q2)
_ :*
m1n1#\m2n2(q2)
1
- n1n2
W \n1q^ ,
n2
q^ + ,
and after averaging over m1 , m2 the main term will come from the (even)
diagonal m1n1=m2n2 . Since (m1 , m2)=1 one has n1=dm2 , n2=dm1 , and
the main term is
Bmain(m1 , m2)=1 \14+
2
q^,*(q)
1
(m1m2)12
_ :*
d1
1
d
W \dm1q^ ,
dm2
q^ + . (11)
Using (5) we find that for 2<1
Q1(Pk)= :*
cM
:*
(m1, m2)=1
m1, m2Mc
xcm1 xcm2
c(m1 m2)12
Bmain(m1 , m2)
+O2(,+(q) q^). (12)
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5.1. Evaluation of a Series
We evaluate the innermost sum of (11) by expanding W:
:
(d, q)=1
1
d
W(dy, dy$)=
1
2?i |(2) :*d1
9(dy, s) 9(dy$, s)
d
G(s)2
ds
s
.
Expanding the 9 ’s through the binomial formula, this decomposes into a
linear combination over 0i+ j, i $+ j $k of integrals of the form:
(&log y) i (&log y$)i $
2?i |(2) ‘
( j+ j $)
q (1+2s) 1
(k&i& j) \s2+
1
4+
_1 (k&i $& j $) \ s2+
1
4+
G(s)2
( yy$)s
ds
s
.
Shifting the contour to Rs=&2 we have only the pole at s=0, so this
integral is
(&log y) i (&log y$) i $ P(i, j, i $, j $)(&log yy$)+O(( yy$)2 log2k q) (13)
with P(i, j, i $, j $) a polynomial of degree j+ j $+1 whose coefficients are linear
combinations of
|(l )(q) :=
d l
d ls
|s(q)| s=0 , |s(q) := ‘
p | q \1&
1
p1+2s+ .
In particular, when i+ j=i $+ j $=k we find that
P(i, j, i $, j $)(X)=&
(&X2) j+ j $+1
j+ j $+1
+O(X j+ j $).
Thus the first term of (13) contributes terms of size (log q)2k+1 to
B(m1 , m2), while the second term contributes a negative power of q (since
m1 , m2<q^2). We thus may write
Bmain(m1 , m2)
=&1 \14+
2
q^,*(q)
,(q)
q
1
(m1m2)12
__ :
k
j1, j2=0
C j1k C
j2
k
j1+ j2+1 \log
q^
m1+
k& j1
\log q^m2 +
k& j2
_\12 log
m1m2
q^2 +
j1+ j2+1
+R \log q^m1 , log
q^
m2+& ,
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with R(X, Y) a polynomial in two variables of total degree at most 2k
whose coefficients are linear combinations of the |(l )(q)<<(log log q) l for
lk. In the sequel we deal only with the first part of Bmain(m1 , m2), which,
by abuse of notation, we still call Bmain(m1 , m2). The contribution of R can
be estimated in exactly the same way, and will be provably smaller (at
most O(Q1(Pk)(log log q)2klog q)), since all cancellation in the next section
arises from the xcm terms.
5.2. Evaluation of a Quadratic Form
To evaluate Bmain(m1 , m2) exactly we start by noting the identity
:
k
j1, j2=0
C j1k C
j2
k
j1+ j2+1
Xk& j1Yk& j2Z j1+ j2+1=Z |
1
0
(X+tZ)k (Y+tZ)k dt.
From (12) and the preceding discussion we need to evaluate
Qmain(Mk) := :*
cM
:*
(m1, m2)=1
xcm1 xcm2
c(m1 , m2)12
Bmain(m1 , m2)
= :*
c, d
+(d )
cd
:*
m1, m2
xcdm1 xcdm2
(m1 m2)12
Bmain(dm1 , dm2)
=1 \14+
2
q^
,(q)
q
,+(q) :*
c, d
+(d)
cd 2
Qc, d
with
Qc, d := :*
m1, m2
xcdm1 xcdm2
m1 m2
log \ q^
2
dm1 dm2+
_|
1
0 \\1&
t
2+ log \
q^
dm1+&log \
q^
dm2++
k
_\\1& t2+ log \
q^
dm2+&
t
2
log \ q^dm1++
k
dt.
Thus we need to evaluate sums for 0 j2k+1 of the form
:*
cdmM
xcdm
m \log
q^
dm+
j
=+(cd ) :
(m, cd )=1
cdmM
*
+(m)
m \log
q^
dm+
j
Pk \log Mcdmlog M + . (14)
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To evaluate sums of this type, we use Lemmas 1 and 2, which come
directly from [2].
Lemma 1. Let p be a real polynomial with p(0)=0; for lM, (l, q)=1
let
Sj (l) := :
(m, lq)=1
lmM
+(m)
m
(&log m) j p \log Mlmlog M + .
Then Sj (l )=Mj (l)+O(Ej (l )) with
M0(l )=
1
|(lq) log M
p$ \log Mllog M + , M1(l )=
1
|(lq)
p \log Mllog M + ,
Mj (l )=0, j2,
Ej (l )=(log M) j&2 (log log M)4 \1+log M \ lM+
b
+ ‘p | lq \1+
1
p1&2$+
2
,
$=1log log M, g>>1log log M.
The trivial estimate for Sj (l ) is O((log M) j&1) (because ‘&1(s) has a zero
at s=1), and on average we have
:
lM
S j (l ) Ej $(l )
l
<<(log M) j+ j $&2+=,
so a power of log M is saved in the error terms (we will be taking j+ j $=
2k+1, so the contribution to Qmain(Pk) of the error terms will be at most
(log q)2k&1+=, which we can ignore).
Lemma 2. Let f ( p)=1+O( p&c) for c>0. Put f (r) :=>p | r f ( p), and
Jj (M)= :
lM
+2(l )
l
f (l ) \log Ml +
j
for j0 and integer. Then
Jj (M)=\‘p \1+
f ( p)
p +\1&
1
p++
log j+1 M
j+1
+O((log M) j).
Returning to (14), we expand
\log q^dm+
j
=\log q^d+
j
& j \log q^d+
j&1
log m+ } } }
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By Lemma 1 and averaging over cd, only these two first terms give a
significant contribution, so the sum (14) equals (we set u=(log Mcd )
log M to save space)
+(cd )
|(qcd ) _
(log q^d ) j
log M
P$k(u)+ j(log q^d ) j&1 Pk(u)+O(log q j&2E2(cd ))& .
Thus for +2(cd )=1, (cd, q)=1 the main term of Qc, d is
Qmainc, d = 2 \ +(cd )|(qcd )+
2
|
1
0
:
j, j $
C jk C
j $
k \1& t2+
j+k& j $
\& t2+
j $+k& j
__(log q^d)
j+ j $+1
log M
P$k(u)+( j+ j $+1)(log q^d ) j+ j $ Pk(u)&
__(log q^d)
2k& j& j $
log M
P$k(u)
+(2k& j& j $)(log q^d )2k& j& j $&1 Pk(u)&
:=2 \ +(cd )|(qcd )+
2
_(log q^d )
2k+1
(log M)2
P$k(u)2 I1
+
(log q^d )2k
log M
Pk(u) P$k(u) I2+(log q^d )2k&1 P2k(u) I3&
with
I1 :=|
1
0
:
j, j $
C jk C
j $
k \1& t2+
j+k& j $
\& t2+
j $+k& j
dt=
1
2k+1
,
I2 :=|
1
0
:
j, j $
C jkC
j $
k \1& t2+
j+k& j $
\& t2+
j $+k& j
_(1+ j+ j $+2k&( j+ j $)) dt
=(2k+1) I1=1,
I3 :=|
1
0
:
j, j $
C jkC
j $
k \1& t2+
j+k& j $
\& t2+
j $+k& j
_(1+ j+ j $)(2k&( j+ j $)) dt.
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To compute the last integral we use the identity
(1+ j+ j $)(2k&( j+ j $))=(k& j)+(k& j $)+ j(k& j)+ j $(k& j $)
+ j(k& j $)+ j $(k& j)
along with the binomial expansions of (X+Y)k and its partial derivatives
to find that
I3=kI1&
(k&1) k
(2k&1)(2k+1)
+
2k3
(2k&1)(2k+1)
=
k2
2k&1
. (15)
We thus have
Q1(Pk)&21 \14+
2
q^,+(q) |&1(q) :*
c, d
+2(cd ) +(d )
cd 2|(cd)2
(log q^d )2k&1
__(log q^d )
2
(log M)2
P$k(u)2
2k+1
+
(log q^d )
log M
Pk(u) P$k(u)+
k2P2k(u)
2k&1 & .
In the bracket, we can ignore and terms involving log d, since the d &2 in
the sum makes them yield smaller powers of log q^. Thus we wish to
evaluate
:*
cM
+2(c)
c|(c)2
,(c)
c
Pk \log Mclog M + .
By Lemma 2, this is
|(q)(log M+O(1)) |
1
0
Pk(t) dt
so that
Q1(Pk)
(log q^)2k
=21 \14+
2
q^,+(q) \1+O2 \log
2k
2 q
log q ++
__12 |
1
0
P$k(t)2
2k+1
dt+
1
2
+2 |
1
0
k2Pk(t)2
2k&1
dt& . (16)
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6. TREATMENT OF Q2(Pk)
We now evaluate Q2(Pk), using the identity (see [3]) for (m, q)=1
:+
/
=//(m)=
1
q12
:
(q1, q2)=1
q1q2=q
+2(q1) ,(q2) cos \2? mq1q2 + (17)
and obtain
B$(m)=21 \14+
2 q^
q12
:
q1 q2=q
+(q1)2 ,(q2)
_ :*
n1, n2
cos \2?n2 q1mn1q2 + (n1n2)&12 W \
n1
q^
,
n2
q^ + . (18)
We will find that this only contributes to the main term of the second
moment when mn1=1. We first evaluate this contribution, then show that
the other terms are small enough to ignore.
6.1. The Main Term
We set m=n1=1 in (18) and put it into (10), finding that
Qmain2 :=(&1)
k 21 \14+
2 q^
q12
:
(q1, q2)=1
q1q2=q
+(q1)2 ,(q2)
_ :*
n
n&12 cos \2?n q1q1+ W \
1
q^
,
n
q^+ .
Using (17) in the reverse direction gives
Qmain2 =(&1)
k 21 \14+
2
q^ :
n
n&12W \1q^
n
q^+ :+/ =// (n)
=(&1)k 21 \14+
2
q^12 :+
/
=/
1
2?i |(2)  \
1
q^
, s+
_4(k) \/ , 12+s+ G2(x)
ds
s
. (19)
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Shifting the contour to Res=&2 (by the choice of G, the only pole we
meet is at s=0), making the variable change s  &s, and using the func-
tional equation, we find that the integral in (19) equals
(&1)k = / \ \1q^ , 0+ G2(0) 4(k) \/ ,
1
2+
&
1
2?i |(2)  \
1
q^
, &s+ 4 \/, 12+s+ G2(s)
ds
s + .
Substituting back into (19) we obtain (note that the ’/ factors disappear)
Qmain2 =21 \14+
2
q^12 \ \1q^ , 0+ G2(0) :+/ 4
(k) \/ , 12+
&q^12 :
n
n&12W \nq^+ :+/ /(n)+ (20)
with
W ( y)=
1
2?i |(2)  \
1
q^
, &s+ ( y, s) G2(s) dss .
By the definition of ,
 \1q^ , 0+ G2(0)=1 \
1
4+
&1
(logk q^) \1+O \ 1log q^++ ,
and by the analysis of the first moment
:+
/
4(k) \/ , 12+=1 \
1
4+ +(q) q^12(logk q^) \1O \
1
log q^++ ,
so that the first term of (20) is
21 \14+
2
q^,+(q) log2k q^ \1+O \ 1log q^++ . (21)
For the second term we use
q^ :
n
n&12W \nq^+ :+/ /(n)
=
1
2
q^ :
(q1, q2)=1
q1 q2=q
+2(q1) ,(q2) :*
n#\1(q2)
n&12W \nq^+ .
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Since W decays quickly, the main term comes from n=1 and gives
q^,+(q) W \1q^+= q^
,+(q)
2
ress=0  \1q^, &s+ ( y, s) G2(s)
& q^
,+(q)
2
log2k q^. (22)
The other values of n contribute at most
q^1+= :
q2 | q
,(q2) :
n<<q^
ntkq2
n&12<<q^32+=,
which is small enough to ignore. Combining (22) (multiplies by 21(14)2)
with (21) shows that the mn2=1 term contributes
Qmain2 =1 \14+
2
q^,+(q) log2k q^ } \1+O2 \ 1log q^++ . (23)
6.2. The Q2 Remainder Term
It remains to evaluate the sum
E=2 :
m1, m2M
xm1 xm2
(m1m2)12
B"(m1m2),
where B"(m)=B(m) unless m=1, in which case we require n1>1. The xm
coefficients are uniformly bounded, so (again using (17)) it is enough to
bound sums of the form
q=,(q2) :
mM2
m&12 } :*
mn1>1
n1, n2
e(n2q1mn1 2)(n1 n2)&12 W \n1q^ ,
n2
q^ +} ,
with q1q2=q, (q1 , q2)=1. From (5), we may assume that n1n2q1+=.
Through dyadic subdivision and summation by parts we reduce to the
problem of bounding
q= Max
q2
Max
M, N1, N2
S(M, N1 , N2 ; q2),
where
S(M, N1 , N2 ; q2)
=,(q2) :
m # M
m&12 } :*ni # Ni e(n2q1mn1 q2)(n1n2)
&12 } ,
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and M, N1 , N2 are the intervals [M$, M$+hM$], [N1 , N1+hN1], [N2 ,
N2+hN2] with 0<h<1 and
M$N12, M$M2, 1N1N2q1+=.
We bound S in two ways.
First we use the n1 sum. We may replace the condition (n1 , q1)=1 with
the a sum of +(r1) over all r1 | (n1 , q1). Replacing n1 by n1r1 , then ‘‘com-
pleting’’ the n1 sum, we may use Weil’s bound on Kloosterman sums to
show that
:*
n1 # N1r1
e(n2q1mn1 q2)<<q12+=2 +Q
&1+=
2
N1
r1
,
so that
S(M, N1 , N2 ; q2)<< = q=(M$N2)12 \ q
32
2
N 121
+N 121 + . (24)
Next we use the n2 sum. We sum over r1 | (q1 , n2) and r2 | (q2 , n2), and
replace n2 by n2r1r2 . Summing by parts, we have
:*
n2 # N2
n&122 e(n2q1mn1 q2)
<<N &122 :
r2 | q2
r1 | q1
min \ N2r1r2 +1, "
mn2(q1 r1)
q2 r2 "
&1
+ .
We combine m, n1 into one variable m$, and replace q1 r1 , q2 r2 by q$1 , q$2 ,
respectively, so that
S(M, N1 , N2 ; q2)
<<= q=
q2
(M$N1N2)12
:
r1, r2
:
m$tM$N1
min \ N2r1r2 +1, "
m$q$1
q$2 "
&1
+ . (25)
Splitting the interval [1, q$2 2] dyadically, we find that the sum on m in
(25) is dominated by
q= Max
1Cq$2 4
min \ N2r1r2 +1,
q$2
C + |[m$tM$N1 , ctC, cm$q$1 #\1(q$2)] |
<<q= Max
1Cq$2 4
min \ N2r1r2 +1,
q$2
C +\
M$N1C
q$2
+1+ . (26)
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Note that if CM$N1q$1<q$2 16 then the only possible solution to
m$tM$N1 , ctC, cmq$1 #\1(q$2) is c=m$=q$1=1, which gives the main
term of the previous section (there is also the solution c=&1 from the
symmetric case C>q$2 2). Thus we may use
q$2<<CM$N1 q$1
in (26). Summing over r1 and r2 (which each contribute at most q=) gives
S(M, N1 , N2 ; q2)<<= q1+= \M$N1N2 +
12
. (27)
We now show that (24) and (27) are sufficient to bound E by q32&= for
some =>0. Suppose that (27) does not suffice, so that M$N1>>q1&4=N2 ,
and (24) is at most
q=(q322 q
&12+2=M$+(M$N1N2)12)<<= q32&=,
provided M$<q12&4=. Since M$M 2q^22, this is the case so long as
2<12, which we may now assume. We have thus shown that S, and
therefore E, is dominated by q32&= for some =>0, which is sufficient.
Note that this is the only portion of the paper that requires 2=12&=.
It is certainly possible that one might be able to improve this through more
careful asymptotic analysis, and this would in turn lead to slight
improvements in pk .
7. CONCLUSION
From (9), (10), (16), and (23), along with Cauchy’s inequality, we have
lim inf
q  
1
,+(q) }{/ # Ceq : 4(k) \/,
1
2+{0=}
lim inf
q  
\ 1,+(q) + Mk \/,
1
2+ 4 (k) \/,
1
2++
2
1
,+(q)
+ }Mk \/, 12+4(k) \/,
1
2+}
2
=1<_ 2
&1
2k+1 |
1
0
P$2k (t) dt+1+
2k2
2k&1 |
1
0
P2k(t) dt& .
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It thus remains to find a polynomial Pk satisfying Pk(0)=1&Pk(1)=0 to
maximize this last expression, or equivalently, to minimize
F(Pk) :=
2&1
2k+1 |
1
0
P$2k (t) dt+
2k2
2k&1 |
1
0
P2k(t) dt.
By an approximation argument, we may replace Pk by any infinitely dif-
ferentiable function with a rapidly convergent Taylor series on [0, 1]. The
optimization problem can then be solved explicitly, and, as in [2], the
optimal choice for k>0 is
Pk(t) :=
sinh(4t)
sinh(4)
; 4=2k 2k+12k&1 .
A straightforward calculation then shows that
F(Pk)=
2&1
2k+1
4 coth 4=
k
- 4k2&1
coth 4.
Using pk1(1+F(Pk)) and 2=12&= for small k then gives the values
listed in Theorem 1. For large k we may approximate coth 4 by 1, so that
F(Pk)=12+k&216+O(k&4), and this gives the asymptotics for pk . Note
that the asymptotic behavior of pk is independent of the choice of 2, except
for an exponentially small term. This phenomenon also arises with
automorphic L-functions (see [8]), and reflects the fact that the high
derivatives fluctuate less in relative size, so that less mollification is needed.
Thus no improved bounds on the remainder terms (in particular, on the Q2
portion) will improve the 23 limit for the pk ’s. The value of 2 does have
a significant impact on pk for small k: using the ‘‘twisted’’ mollifier for the
case k=0 still only gives p013, the same value as found in [3] with the
original mollifier but with 2t1. For k1, the twisted mollifier gives
significantly higher fractions of non-vanishing.
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